Faculty Research - Move to Abelson

Environmental Chambers - Move to Abelson
3 teaching labs & prep space moving to Eastlick

Faculty Research - Move to Abelson
Teaching lab - Move to Eastlick. Renovate for Research

Microbiology lab will move to Bustad. Renovate for Research

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
G80, G82, G88, G95, G96, G98 - All Microbiology labs moving to Bustad. Renovate as Biology teaching labs

Part of G81 converted to teaching lab prep
New location for Vet Simulation Lab and Support

NOTICE TO USERS

THIS REFERENCE FLOOR PLAN HAS BEEN COMPILED FROM VARIOUS SOURCE DOCUMENTS AND METHODS. INTENDED FOR REFERENCE ONLY, ITS ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED. INFORMATION IS APPROXIMATE AND THEREFORE SHOULD BE FIELD VERIFIED AS NEEDED.
Current Location of Veterinary SIM Lab and support
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